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Introduction

In the late 1990s, Florida sat near the bottom of the states in terms of bachelor’s

degree attainment.  State leaders were not satisfied with their position and

wanted to elevate economic and educational opportunities for Floridians. One

strategy made Florida a pioneer among states: introducing baccalaureate

programs in the community college. In 2001, the state legislature passed a bill

authorizing St. Petersburg Community College, which was renamed St.

Petersburg College, to confer bachelor’s degrees. Miami Dade and Chipola

followed in 2002. Today, 27 of 28 Florida community colleges offer at least one

bachelor’s degree, with nearly 200 programs currently operating in the system. In

2016–17, Florida community colleges conferred nearly 8,000 bachelor’s degrees.

The state’s multi-pronged strategy to raise bachelor’s degree attainment seems to

be working. Other states have taken notice of Florida’s success and followed suit.

While Florida stood nearly alone in 2001, 23 states now authorize community

college baccalaureate degrees. Of these, six have begun authorizing these

degrees since 2018.  Interest in offering four-year degrees at the community

college is still growing as the economy continues to reward higher credentials

and advanced applied learning.

Baccalaureate programs at community colleges are opening up access to four-

year degrees to a population of students either not well-served—or absent from—

public and private four-year institutions. In Florida, for example, the average

community college baccalaureate student is 31 years old, compared to 22 for

upper-division students at public universities.  Data collected by the state

Department of Education indicate that three in four community college

baccalaureate students are from populations historically underserved in higher

education.  While these programs are usually fairly small, their affordability and

accessibility is opening the door to a bachelor’s degree for more students,

without asking them to leave their home campus.

As additional states embark on the process of implementing four-year degrees at

community colleges, they can learn from others’ experience for help navigating

the legislative, regulatory, and program approval processes. This brief uses

examples from states currently offering bachelor's degrees at their community

colleges to provide guidance for policymakers setting up these degree programs.

There are various ways to implement four-year degrees at the community

college; the following sections include important considerations to implement

them well.
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Legislation

The process begins with legislation that grants colleges the authority to award

bachelor’s degrees. Among the 23 states that have authorized community college

baccalaureates, there is considerable variability in the types of degrees that colleges can

offer, the agencies responsible for approving and regulating the programs, and the

funding streams available to develop and sustain the programs.

Degree Types

Of the 23 states with authorizing legislation, the majority specify that community

college baccalaureate degrees need to have an occupational focus and prepare

students for specific jobs in the regional labor market. For example, legislation in

Wyoming and Washington consistently frames the community college

baccalaureate in terms of “applied” degrees, such as the bachelor of applied

science or bachelor of applied technology degrees, leaving more traditional,

academic degrees to the purview of state universities.  Other states identify

allowable fields of study in statute, rather than limiting the type of bachelor’s

degree that can be offered. For example, legislation in Michigan strictly limits

community college baccalaureate programs to those in maritime technology,

cement technology, and culinary arts.

There are a number of advantages to limiting the range and types of

baccalaureate programs that colleges can deliver to programs with a clear

occupational focus and labor market demand. First, community colleges already

deliver a wide range of career and technical education programs at the certificate

and associate degree level, which distinguishes them from most four-year public

universities. Building a seamless next step for students, especially those in

applied and technical associate degree programs, to pursue a bachelor’s degree

fills a gap in the higher education space in fields where universities may not be

interested in offering a bachelor’s degree.

Second, while overly prescriptive legislation like Michigan’s limits the ability of

colleges to respond to changes in the labor market, anchoring community college

baccalaureate programs in labor market and student demand makes good sense.

Furthermore, it may be easier for community colleges to build political support

for baccalaureate authorization by tying it to local economic development needs

and inclusive growth strategies. Finally, workforce-focused bachelor’s degrees fit

more clearly in the mission of community colleges than those without a direct

connection to the local labor market.

6
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Pilots

A number of states, including Washington, California, and Texas, have taken an

experimental approach to expanding the degree-granting authority of

community colleges through pilot initiatives. In Texas, 2003 legislation

authorized three community colleges to offer up to five baccalaureate programs

apiece.  In 2017, new legislation removed the pilot status of community college

baccalaureates and extended the opportunity to propose limited baccalaureate

programs to most community colleges.  Similarly, Washington’s first community

college baccalaureate legislation authorized a pilot at four institutions in 2005,

and in 2010, the state passed additional legislation, opening the door for any

community or technical college to propose a baccalaureate program.

Pilots offer benefits and drawbacks, depending on how they are structured. On

one hand, pilots give institutions and policymakers an opportunity to test

program designs and recruitment strategies before expanding baccalaureate

authorization across the state. Well-structured pilots with timely evaluations also

generate important data about likely students and potential outcomes that can be

helpful for designing future legislation and regulatory policies.

On the other hand, a pilot built around a mandatory program sunset can make it

difficult to recruit students. In California, for example, authorizing legislation

imposed a program sunset approximately five years after programs were to be

launched.  If prospective students know a program will disappear after they

graduate, they may be less inclined to enroll. Furthermore, employers may

question why a prospective hire’s bachelor’s program no longer exists. In short,

states that are beginning to pursue community college baccalaureate

authorization should consider a few well-structured pilots to test for student

demand, labor market outcomes, and completion rates, without imposing an

arbitrary program sunset date not tied to labor market demand.

Governance

Most legislation authorizing community college baccalaureate programs also

identifies in statute the agency responsible for approving, monitoring, and, under

the right circumstances, ending the programs. The entity varies by state: in

Florida and Washington, it is the community college system, and in Texas and

Ohio, the Coordinating Board and Department of Higher Education oversee all

colleges in the states. While the best entity will depend on a state’s particular

governance structures, it can be helpful to have a community college system in

charge of the program approval process. Because four-year public universities

generally resist efforts to extend baccalaureate degree-granting authority to

community colleges, having them participate directly in the governance of the

programs can paralyze state agencies charged with approving and monitoring the

programs. An approval entity responsible for two-year institutions alone may be
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more flexible about program approval than a body that includes two- and four-

year institutions because of internal pressure from four-year colleges. For

example, in both Florida and Washington community colleges are under their

own system, which has helped them expand CCB programs throughout the state.

On the other hand, many states like Texas and Ohio do not have a single system

of community colleges and a statewide entity makes the most sense for

approving and monitoring programs.

One way to address the political pressure faced by bodies regulating both two-

and four-year colleges might be for state legislation to clearly lay out goals for the

number of programs approved. The program approval process could then

establish standards for proposed program finance and evidence of demand and

facilitate clear communication with local universities.

Funding

Baccalaureate education is generally more costly to deliver than the traditional

associate degree and certificates programs offered by community colleges. The

faculty required to teach the programs may be more expensive. Start-up costs,

which often include reviews from regional and specialty accreditors, can be

particularly steep. Meeting new accreditation requirements—around library

holdings, laboratory space, and equipment, for example—imposes additional

costs.

The 2019 Inside Higher Ed survey of community college presidents showed that

respondents were concerned about adequately funding baccalaureate programs.

 Fifty-seven percent of those surveyed said they were worried states were not

providing enough financial support to ensure that four-year degree programs are

high-quality. Only 13 percent of respondents thought states were providing

enough funding to adequately support bachelor’s programs at community

colleges.

Start-up grants can help alleviate these costs and create stronger, more

sustainable programs, particularly when colleges are just starting to offer these

types of programs. In Texas, the state provided each college with $1.2 million in

special funding to help cover start-up costs.  But other states, like Ohio, did not

provide start-up funding to their colleges.

How much these programs cost students relative to bachelor’s degree programs

offered by public four-year universities also needs attention. Legislation should

clarify if the state will fund upper-division classes at the same level as lower-

division community college classes or at the same level as upper-division classes

at state universities. Depending on the program, upper-division courses can cost

more than lower-division courses, so increased funding for them may be

justified. As of 2014, for example, programs in Texas were reimbursed for upper-
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division courses at the same rate as universities.  However, most states fund the

upper-division and lower-division classes at the same, community college level.

State statute should also make clear whether institutions may use differentiated

lower- and upper-division tuition rates to cover program costs. Florida charges

almost exactly the same rate for lower- and upper-division courses, while in

Washington, upper-division tuition at community colleges matches the average

tuition at regional state universities.  Forcing community colleges to charge the

same rate for upper-division courses as that charged by public universities can

help reduce some opposition to the programs from that sector and relieve some

concerns around quality, but it also reduces the cost savings to students and the

state. Policymakers will need to weigh those trade-offs.

15
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Program Approval

The next step in starting bachelor’s degrees at community colleges is setting up what

program approval looks like. Requirements may be more robust for these degrees than

for the types of degrees traditionally offered by community colleges or public

universities because these degrees are new, and states have a stake in ensuring that they

are high-quality and non-duplicative. Program approval should include creating a

clear line of consultation with other colleges and universities, deciding on criteria for

approval, aligning with accreditation requirements, and building in accountability.

The Process

The program approval authority should lay out a clear process and timeline for

colleges seeking to get their new four-year programs approved. For instance, the

Florida College System uses a detailed, six-month timeline of the process, which

includes formal consultation with the State University System of Florida and

private colleges that culminates in a final decision by the State Board of

Education based on a recommendation by the commissioner.  State universities

have 90 days, and independent colleges 60 days, to comment on proposed

baccalaureate programs at community colleges before the programs can move

forward.

This process will look different in different state contexts but should include

consultation with the state’s four-year colleges. Community colleges and four-

year colleges and universities together provide access to a variety of areas of

study, types of degrees, and pathways into the workforce. For different sectors of

higher education to work together cohesively, communication between

community colleges proposing four-year programs and four-year institutions is

critical from the earliest stages of the program approval process. Florida’s

consultation process has resulted in productive relationships between

community colleges and universities, where some of the four-year programs at

community colleges serve as feeders to university graduate school programs.

Similar patterns of community college baccalaureate students enrolling in

graduate programs at public universities are emerging in Washington.

Criteria for Approval

State authorizing agencies require colleges provide a wide range of information

when they are determining whether to approve a program. They ask for academic

information, such as a description of the admission process and which classes

will be included in the degree curriculum. They ask about labor market demand

and unmet local hiring needs. They ask about institutional capacity around

17
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finances, accreditation, and faculty. Every state will emphasize different

information, but we recommend that all states require colleges provide

information in relation to the following four criteria:

Labor Market Demand

Community college bachelor’s programs should be required to provide evidence

that they meet a local economic need. Given that the majority of these programs

are in applied or technical fields, colleges should have to present data indicating

that degrees earned in the proposed program would help meet local workforce

demand. Evidence of local labor market demand could include hiring

projections, skill and credential needs for relevant occupations, and employer

testimony on their skill and hiring needs related to the proposed program.

Florida, Ohio, Texas, and Washington all require that colleges establish labor

market demand for proposed programs. Florida requires the use of very specific

data and metrics to establish this demand, while the other states allow a bit more

flexibility in terms of how colleges demonstrate this.

Student Demand

In addition to providing evidence of labor market demand for baccalaureate

graduates, colleges proposing a new program should also be required to show

that there is enough student demand to sustain a new program. States such as

Oregon and Colorado included clauses in legislation requiring evidence of

student interest in a proposed baccalaureate program, alongside demand from

employers.  This makes good sense and can both help program approval bodies

gauge the viability of a proposed degree and help institutions tailor outreach and

recruitment efforts if the program is approved. Having local employers eager to

hire graduates from a program is critical, but workforce demand is moot unless

students want to enroll. Student demand is key to creating and sustaining a

viable and valuable program.

Filling Gaps in Degree Offerings

New bachelor’s degree programs at community colleges should not duplicate

what other public colleges and universities currently offer. The purpose of the

community college baccalaureate is to expand states’ overall bachelor’s degree

capacity in a cohesive way that supports positive education and labor market

outcomes. Unacceptable duplication would consist of a community college and a

public university within commuting distance offering the same bachelor’s

program, while the university still had the capacity to enroll students. Most

program approval proposals include a requirement for colleges to describe how

their program is different from other, similar programs in the state.

Because bachelor’s degrees at the community college level tend to be more

applied and technical than programs at a local university, they are generally not

duplicative. An exception would be when four-year institutions offer a program—
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nursing, for example—where student and employer demand outstrip the supply

of graduates. Without enough nurses with bachelor’s degrees, local health care

access could suffer, so adding a new baccalaureate program at a local community

college could help meet that need.

Institutional Capacity

Regardless of the funding structure set up by the state, start-up costs for new

bachelor’s degree programs at community colleges can be significant. Before

institutions embark on creating a new program, they should share a financial plan

for starting and sustaining the program. States should specify resources colleges

must have and outline resources they will give to supplement investment in the

new degree program. States should also ask about plans around faculty, facilities

like libraries and equipment, and programmatic and institutional accreditation.

For example, the Washington state baccalaureate program approval process gets

colleges ready to work with their accreditor to offer upper-division classes. This

cuts down on the amount of work a college has to do to launch a program. The

programmatic accreditation process, required in certain fields, is such that a

program must operate, unaccredited, in order to demonstrate its worthiness.

New programs requiring program-specific accreditation should demonstrate to

the program approval entity that they are on the path to accreditation.

Accountability

States need to consider accountability structures that ensure college programs do

not outlive their usefulness to local employers or students. Community college

bachelor’s degree programs’ unique position as solutions to local workforce

needs means that their usefulness may vary with economic trends. While

programs may be successful in transitioning students to jobs with family-

sustaining wages for years, local labor markets can and do change, and

sometimes quickly. Changes may indicate a need to close an existing program

that is no longer fulfilling its original purpose. Or if program graduates fail to

attain local employment in the target field, the program may need to close. In

these circumstances, program review may include provisions for closing

programs. The sunset process should allow current students in the program to

complete or transfer to another, similar program.

newamerica.org/education-policy/reports/community-college-baccalaureate-programs-state-policy-framework/13



Policy Alignment

Next, policymakers should ensure that the four-year degree at the community college is

integrated and aligned with other higher education policies, which will help support the

success and appropriate scale of these programs. Integration with policies like transfer,

student success innovations, data, and financial aid can help or hinder the

implementation of high-quality programs.

Transfer Policies

State transfer policies will need to facilitate not only students’ movement from

community colleges to universities, but also between community colleges. For

example, several Washington community and technical colleges offer an

associate of applied science transfer degree, which is designed to prepare

students to enter applied baccalaureate programs at their current campus or at

any number of other two-year and four-year colleges that confer bachelor’s

degrees. As in Washington, students in other states who complete transfer

associate degrees should be able to connect to baccalaureate programs across the

state. Furthermore, state policy should ensure that transfer policies related to

things like a general education core and common course numbering applies to

bachelor’s degrees at community colleges. Clarity on progression from the

associate to baccalaureate level across institutions will only support more

students in being able to earn a bachelor’s degree.

Clear and effective transfer policies should also support entry into bachelor’s

programs at universities. Florida provides an example of how community college

and university bachelor’s programs can coexist, increasing state capacity to

provide bachelor’s degrees without dampening enrollment in either sector.

Transfer rates from community colleges to state universities have remained

strong and even grown after the introduction of community college bachelor’s

programs. In 2010, just over 40 percent of upper-division bachelor’s students in

the state university system held an associate degree from a Florida community

college.  While transfer pathways remain strong in the state, the number of

students earning bachelor’s degrees from community colleges continues to grow

each year. Healthy state transfer policy supports both pathways to the

baccalaureate.

Student Success Strategies

Many states are undertaking innovative reforms in degree design and structure,

particularly in their community colleges. Reforms like guided pathways, remedial

education reform, and contextualized basic education set community colleges

20
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apart as places designed to support traditionally marginalized students,

particularly adults. For instance, in guided pathways reforms, community

colleges reorganize their course and degree offerings to effectively guide student

choice to and through their major.  Adding the last two years of a bachelor's

degree is a logical extension of this reform, particularly for applied associate

degrees that are not easily transferable to four-year colleges. In fact, this kind of

curricular innovation builds out the career pathway to the next level of education.

For instance, a networking program at Seminole State College in Florida and a

computer science program at Renton Technical Institute in Washington create

pathways to bachelor’s degrees for students in their certificate and associate

programs. State policymakers should consider how these reforms can strengthen

and redefine the baccalaureate degree at community colleges, making it more

achievable for students from different backgrounds. These initiatives could even

teach the state’s four-year colleges about innovative degree design.

Data Collection

Community colleges with four-year programs should monitor graduates’

outcomes to ensure the program is meeting its goals. Colleges can survey

graduates, but response rates make it difficult or sometimes impossible to get a

clear and unbiased picture of graduate outcomes. Getting data from the state

unemployment insurance system, while it will miss some categories of workers,

is useful to gauge program performance. However, these data have proven

difficult for colleges to access.

State policy should allow colleges to tap into longitudinal data on employment

and wages in fields with active community college bachelor's degrees to ensure

programs are in tune with the local labor market and graduates are faring well.

Furthermore, community colleges should be able to compare their four-year

graduates’ employment and wage data with that of associate degree graduates

and comparable university bachelor’s degree graduates to contextualize the

outcomes. Agencies managing education and workforce data should be

empowered to partner with colleges to conduct these analyses. More generally,

state agencies should monitor and report on these outcomes to ensure programs

are meeting the state’s goals and to inform policy around community college

bachelor’s degrees.

State Financial Aid

State policy should be clear that eligible students who enter baccalaureate

programs at community colleges can receive state aid, even if they have already

earned an associate degree prior to enrollment. Students should be eligible for

both higher education and workforce-focused financial aid until they earn a

22
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bachelor’s degree, rather than limiting aid to their first degree. Particularly on the

workforce side, tuition support resources may not have been developed with

applied baccalaureate degrees in mind. Existing and future financial aid policy

should recognize that sometimes bachelor’s degrees are not standalone

programs, but rather a sequence of two degrees, each valuable and each meriting

financial aid resources for students with demonstrated need.
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Recommendations

Several recommendations for future baccalaureate programs emerged from our

research. Here are guiding principles for states interested in bringing

baccalaureate programs to their communities, thereby offering more students an

accessible, affordable way to earn a bachelor’s degree:

Legislation

Frame four-year programs at community colleges as those with local labor

market value.

Identify the state entity tasked with reviewing and approving

baccalaureate program proposals.

Consider including supplementary resources to launch community college

baccalaureate programs and creating tuition policy that reflects the cost of

operating such programs.

Program Approval

Open lines of communication between colleges and universities about

proposed programs.

Clarify acceptable means of demonstrating student and labor market

demand for degrees.

Align the state program approval process with the regional accreditation

process.

Create standards and processes for closing programs no longer meeting

their intended purpose.

Policy Alignment

Help community college baccalaureate degrees align with other reforms

like guided pathways, integrated basic skills education, and remedial

education reform; this will strengthen degrees and help serve traditionally

underserved populations.

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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Integrate programs into state transfer policy, including the general

education core and transfer pathways.

Provide labor market outcomes and student achievement data to colleges

and relevant policymakers.

Make students eligible for state financial aid, even if they have already

earned an associate degree.

• 

• 
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